A breeze. A breath of wind, a voice, it chills and cool and calls and envelops. And then there's the warm sun, the perfect counter balance. By the sea, or the lake, or the ocean- where the spray is nice, and you can hear it, and the wind blows everything away and all that's left is the call of birds and the warm sunlight, and there's no beach or rock or table or crowd or responsibility. There's just sun, warmth, and wind, cool, and the perfect balance, and a nirvana of sensation, and in my mind, the dancing of happiness, and the frolicking of laughter, and everything's at peace with everything and everything's alright. 

And amidst those sensations... above all else, calm. Maybe the crying of some cicada, maybe the sun setting on a dark forest, but there's definitely a stream trickling through, and the breeze can be heard in the trees, and if there are any other animals about, they aren't restless—they wait in silence, wait for you, and you come, and the calm is amplified... Oh the breeze, the wind, the cool calm serenity that sweeps me as I sit upon a ferry on the bay, and the chill of a soft drink in my throat and the joy of a friend by my side. And I realize that this is calm, that there are no responsibilities out here, that there's nothing but the wind, and the wind, and the wind, and the wind...

And when I'm cold, all I need do is imagine being buffeted by wind, and then I am warm, my energy restored, my resolve solid. I fear no cold. I... I love the cold. The idea of being in a narrow alley way, and for there to be snow, and all of course carried on the wind, is that not a perfect fantasy? I imagine that if I were to run for the ... what's that? I can't even run. Oh but the wind could let me. The wind could grant me that divine power. Without the wind, I am nothing, unhappy, depressed, bound to mortal ideas and current events. But with the wind? With the wind... oh, take me beyond those frightened haunted trees. The frozen sands. And melt those sands. And wipe everything away with wind.

But the sounds of bugs... the filtering of sunlight through the leaves, dying sunlight, the evening of Summer, the fading of eternity... the crashing of waves against the shore, the cry of seagulls as children pack their stuff and head home. Sweat drops. Heat turned to cold. The wind returns, but you're drenched and it chills you. You are cold, but I'm invigorated. Wind! Wind, wind, and nothing but the wind. Ignore the sidewalk, ignore the cars, ignore the trains and the pedestrians and the rain drops and everything else. There's wind, and wind can take me to my happy place. A happy place, eh? This essay. Wind? Can wind be what I need? Maybe it can. Oh, I hope it can. Wiiiiiiind.

Oh, and should I hear crying on the faint breeze, and should I look down the road, and see the child fallen and hurt itself, then I'll know that this, too, can be related to the wind. Wind? It'll give me nightmares. It's so...; hideous, the twitching of it all. But. Wind. Its solemn beauty encompasses even the most dreadful nightmares, it quenches the hottest fires and shakes the firmest lands. Wind. Wind. Breeze, gust, billow out and carry my curtains with you, and never end, and never cease, and continue blowing, forever, forever, wind... and wind, and peace, and calm, sensations of summer, and sunlight, and warmth... and the birds, and the waves, and ocean of love and peace and peace is beauty when beauty is silent like the still lake under the sun. But beauty is more than that, beauty is the crashing of waves, the ripples in the lake, the howling of winds through crags and peaks and up and down the carved valleys. Wind is eternal.
